Abstract. Let n ∈ N ∪ {0} and Cn (resp. Cnuc n ) be a set of all separable unital C*-algebras A with decomposition rank less than or equal to n (write dr(A) ≤ n) (resp. nuclear dimension rank less than or equal to n. Write dimnuc(A) ≤ n) in the sense of Winter. Set C lnuc = ∪ n∈N Cnuc n . Then each of the above sets is finitely saturated in the article [19] by Osaka and Phillips.
Introduction
The nuclear dimension of a C*-algebra was introduced by Winter and Zacharias in [34] as a noncommutative version of topological dimension, which is weaker than the decomposition rank introduced by Kirchberg and Winter [14] , but covers large class of classification program for simple nuclear C*-algebras , both in the stable finite and in the purely infinite case [33] . Note that if a C*-algebra A has finite decomposition rank, then A should be stably finite.
A C*-algebra A is said to be pure if it has strict comparison of positive elements and almost divisible Cuntz semigroup W (A) + . When A has stable rank one, the condition that A has almost divisible Cuntz semigroup is equivalent to that there is a unital *-homomorphism from a dimension drop C*-algebra Z n,n+1 = {f ∈ C([0, 1], M n ⊗ M n+1 ) | f (0) ∈ M n ⊗ C andf (1) ∈ C ⊗ M n+1 } by [28, Proposition 2.4]. Noe that the Jiang-Su algebra Z can be constructed as the inductive limit of the sequence of such dimension C*-algebras [10] . Then we show that when A is a unital C*-algebra of stable rank one, if A has almost divisible Cuntz semigroup, then P and C * A, e P have almost divisible Cuntz semigroup. Therefore, if A is a separable, simple, unital, exact, unital C*-algebra of stable rank one, then P and C * A, e P are pure. We stress that we do not need the simplicity of A and P .
Preliminaries

2.1.
Local C-property and nuclear dimension. We recall the definition of local C-property in [19] . Definition 2.1. Let C be a class of separable unital C*-algebras. Then C is finitely saturated if the following closure conditions hold:
(1) If A ∈ C and B ∼ = A, then B ∈ C.
(2) If A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n ∈ C then n k=1 A k ∈ C. (3) If A ∈ C and n ∈ N, then M n (A) ∈ C. (4) If A ∈ C and p ∈ A is a nonzero projection, then pAp ∈ C. Moreover, the finite saturation of a class C is the smallest finitely saturated class which contains C. Definition 2.2. Let C be a class of separable unital C*-algebras. A unital local C-algebra is a separable unital C*-algebra A such that for every finite set S ⊂ A and every ε > 0, there is a C*-algebra B in the finite saturation of C and a unital *-homomorphism ϕ : B → A (not necessarily injective) such that dist(a, ϕ(B)) < ε for all a ∈ S. If one can always choose B ∈ C, rather than merely in its finite saturation, we call A a unital strong local C-algebra.
If C is the set of unital C*-algebras A with drA < ∞ (resp. dim nuc A < ∞ ) in the sense of Winter, then any local C algebra belongs to C. M ri → A is n-decomposable, there is a decomposition {1, . . . , s} = n j=0 I j such that the restriction ϕ (j) of ϕ to ⊕ i∈Ij M ri has ordere zero for each j ∈ {0, . . . , n}. (3) A has decomposition rank n, drA = n, if n is the least integer such that the following holds : Given {a 1 , . . . , a m } ⊂ A and ε > 0, there is a completely positive approximation property (F, ψ, ϕ) for a 1 , . . . , a m within ε, i.e., F is a finite dimensional C*-algebra, and ψ : A → F and ϕ : F → A are completely positive contruction such that (a) ϕψ(a i ) − a i < ε, (b) ϕ is n-decomposable. If no such n exists, we write drA = ∞. (4) A has nuclear dimension n, dim nuc A = n, if n is the least integer such that the following holds : Given {a 1 , . . . , a m } ⊂ A and ε > 0, there is a completely positive approximation property (F, ψ, ϕ) for a 1 , . . . , a m within ε, i.e., F is a finite dimensional C*-algebra, and ψ : A → F and ϕ : F → A are completely positive such that (a) ϕψ(a i ) − a i < ε (b) ψ ≤ 1 (c) ϕ is n-decomposable, and each restriction ϕ| ⊕i∈I j Mr i is completely positive contructive. If no such n exists, we write dim nuc A = ∞. Proposition 2.4. For each n ∈ N ∪ {0} let C n is the set of unital C*-algebras A with drA ≤ n and C nuc n is the set of unital C*-algebras A with dim nuc A ≤ n. Then both of C n and C nucn are finitely saturated. Definition 2.5. Let A ⊃ P be an inclusion of unital C*-algebras with a conditional expectation E from A onto P .
(1) A quasi-basis for E is a finite set
is a quasi-basis for E, we define IndexE by
When there is no quasi-basis, we write IndexE = ∞. IndexE is called the Watatani index of E. 
C
* -basic construction. In this subsection, we recall Watatani's notion of the C * -basic construction. Let E : A → P be a faithful conditional expectation. Then A P (= A) is a preHilbert module over P with a P -valued inner product
We denote by E E and η E the Hilbert P -module completion of A by the norm x P = x, x P 1 2 for x in A and the natural inclusion map from A into E E . Then E E is a Hilbert C * -module over P . Since E is faithful, the inclusion map η E from A to E E is injective. Let L P (E E ) be the set of all (right) P -module homomorphisms T : E E → E E with an adjoint right P -module homomorphism T * :
Then L P (E E ) is a C * -algebra with the operator norm T = sup{ T ξ : ξ = 1}. There is an injective * -homomorphism λ : A → L P (E E ) defined by λ(a)η E (x) = η E (ax) for x ∈ A P and a ∈ A, so that A can be viewed as a C * -subalgebra of L P (E E ). Note that the map e P : A P → A P defined by
is bounded and thus it can be extended to a bounded linear operator, denoted by e P again, on E E . Then e P ∈ L P (E E ) and e P = e 2 P = e * P ; that is, e P is a projection in L P (E E ). A projection e P is called the Jones projection of E.
The (reduced) C * -basic construction is a C * -subalgebra of L P (E E ) defined to be
. Watatani proved the following in [30]:
(1) IndexE is finite if and only if C * r A, e P has the identity (equivalently C * r A, e P = L P (E E )) and there exists a constant c > 0 such that
for some x i and y i in A. (3) Let C * max A, e P be the unreduce C * -basic construction defined in Definition 2.2.5 of [30] , which has the certain universality (cf. (5)). If IndexE is finite, then there is an isomorphism from C * r A, e P onto C * max A, e P ([30, Proposition 2.2.9]). Therefore we can identify C * r A, e P with C * max A, e P . So we call it the C * -basic construction and denote it by C * A, e P . Moreover we identify λ(A) with A in C * A, e p (= C * r A, e P ) and we denote
(4) The C*-basic construction C * A, e p is isomorphic to qM n (P )q for some n ∈ N and a projection q ∈ M n (P ) ([30, Lemma 3.3.4]).
2.3.
Rokhlin property for an inclusion of unital C*-algebras. For a C * -algebra A, we set
We identify A with the C * -subalgebra of A ∞ consisting of the equivalence classes of constant sequences and set
For an automorphism α ∈ Aut(A), we denote by α ∞ and α ∞ the automorphisms of A ∞ and A ∞ induced by α, respectively. Izumi defined the Rohklin property for a finite group action in [7, Definition 3.1] as follows:
Definition 2.8. Let α be an action of a finite group G on a unital C * -algebra A. α is said to have the Rohklin property if there exists a partition of unity {e g } g∈G ⊂ A ∞ consisting of projections satisfying
We call {e g } g∈G Rohklin projections.
Let A ⊃ P be an inclusion of unital C * -algebras. For a conditional expectation E from A onto P , we denote by E ∞ , the natural conditional expectation from A ∞ onto P ∞ induced by E. If E has a finite index with a quasi-basis
, then E ∞ also has a finite index with a quasi-basis {(u i , v i )} n i=1 and Index(E ∞ ) = IndexE.
Motivated by Definition 2.8 Kodaka, Osaka, and Teruya introduced the Rokhlin property for a inclusion of unital C*-algebras with a finite index [15] . Definition 2.9. A conditional expectation E of a unital C * -algebra A with a finite index is said to have the Rokhlin property if there exists a projection e ∈ A ∞ satisfying E ∞ (e) = (IndexE) −1 · 1 and a map A ∋ x → xe is injective. We call e a Rokhlin projection.
The following result says that the Rokhlin property of an action in the sense of Izumi implies that the canonical conditional expectation from a given simple C*-algebra to its fixed point algebra has the Rokhlin property in the sense of Definition 2.9.
Proposition 2.10. ([15])
Let α be an action of a finite group G on a unital C * -algebra A and E the canonical conditional expectation from A onto the fixed point algebra P = A α defined by
where #G is the order of G. Then α has the Rokhlin property if and only if there is a projection e ∈ A ∞ such that E ∞ (e) = 
In particular, β |A is a unital injective *-homomorphism and β(x) = x for all x ∈ P .
Permanent properties for decomposable rank and nuclear dimension
Theorem 3.1. Let n ∈ N ∪ {0} and C n be the set of separable unital C*-algebras D with drD ≤ n and C nuc n be the set of separable unital C*-algebras D with dim nuc D ≤ n.
(1) If A be a separable, unital, local C n , C*-algebra. Then A belongs to C n , that is, drA ≤ n. 
Hence we conclude that dr(A) ≤ n. Corollary 3.2. Let n ∈ N ∪ {0} and C n (resp. C nuc n , or C lnuc = ∪ n∈N C nuc n ) be the set of separable unital C*-algebras D with drD ≤ n (resp. dim nuc D ≤ n, or locally finite nuclear dimension). Let A be a separable unital C*-algebra and α be an action of a finite group G on A. Suppose that α has the Rokhlin property. Then we have (1) If A is local C n , then dr(A α ) ≤ n and dr(A ⋊ α G) ≤ n. Proof. We will show that if A is local C n , C*-algebra, A ⋊ α G is a local C n algebra.
Since α has the Rokhlin property, for any finite set S ⊂ A ⋊ α G and ε > 0, there are n, projection f ∈ A, and a unital *-homomorphism ϕ : M n ⊗f Af → A⋊ α G such that dist(a, ϕ(M n ⊗ f Af )) < ε by [22, Theorem 2.2]. Since A ∈ C n by Theorem 3.1, M n ⊗ f Af ∈ C n . Hence A ⋊ α G is local C n algebra. Again from Theorem 3.1 dr(A ⋊ α G) ≤ n. Since A α is isomorphic to a corner C*-subalgebra q(A ⋊ α G)q for some projection q ∈ A ⋊ α G, we have dr(A α ) ≤ n by Proposition 2.4. Similarly, if A is local C nuc n (resp. local C lnuc ) we have dim nuc (P α ) ≤ n and dim nuc (A ⋊ α G) ≤ n (resp. A α and A ⋊ α G are local C lnuc , that is, A α and A ⋊ α G have locally finite nuclear dimension). Theorem 3.4. For n ∈ N ∪ {0} let C n be the set of separable unital C*-algebras D with drD ≤ n and C nucn be the set of separable unital C*-algebras D with dim nuc D ≤ n. Let P ⊂ A be an inclusion of unital C*-algebras and E : A → P be a faithful conditional expectation of index finite. Suppose that E has the Rokhlin property.
(1) If A is a unital, local C n , C*-algebra, then drP ≤ n.
(2) If A is a unital, local C nuc n , C*-algebra, then dim nuc P ≤ n.
Proof.
(1) At first we will show the case of n = 0. For any finite set F = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l } ⊂ P and ε > 0 since drA = 0, there are B ∈ C 0 , a *-homomorphism ρ : B → A, a finite set {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b l } in ρ(B), and a completely positive approximation property (F, ψ, φ) such that (1) ψ and ϕ are completely positive contractive, (2) ϕ is a zero map, P for x ∈ C * (ϕ(F )). We have, then,
Note that (β n • ϕ) : F → P is a zero map. We have, then, a set (F,ψ,β n • ϕ) is completely approximation property for {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l } within 3ε. Indeed,
Therefore, we conclude that drP = 0. Next we show the general case. For any finite set F = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l } ⊂ P and ε > 0 since drA ≤ n, there are B ∈ C n , a *-homomorphism ρ : B → A, a finite set {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b l } in ρ(B), and a completely positive approximation property (F, ψ, ϕ) such that (1) ψ and ϕ are completely positive contractive, (2) There are n-central projections
Then each ϕ |q (m) F q (m) is a zero map. From applying the same argument to each
we have completely positive contructive maps ψ m : F,φ,ψ) is completely approximation property for a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l wihtin (2n + 1) ε. Indeed,
= (2n + 1)ε for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Therefore we conclude that drP ≤ n.
(2) As in the similar argument in (1) we conclude that dim nuc P ≤ n.
Theorem 3.5. Let P ⊂ A be an inclusion of unital C*-algebras and E : A → P be a faithful conditional expectation of index finite. Suppose that A is a local C lnuc C*-algebra and E has the Rokhlin property. Then P is local C lnuc , that is, P has locally finite nuclear dimension.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.4.
The order on projections determined by traces
Definition 4.1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. We denote by T (A) the set of all tracial states on A, equipped with the weak* topology. For any element of T (A), we use the same letter for its standard extension to M n (A) for arbitrary n, and to M ∞ (A) = ∪ ∞ n=1 M n (A). We say that the order on projections over a unital C*-algebra A is determined by traces if whenever p, q ∈ M ∞ (A) are projections such that τ (P ) < τ (q) for all τ ∈ T (A), then p q.
In this section we show that let E : A → P be of index finite, and suppose that E has the Rokhlin property and the order of projections in A is determined by traces, then the order of projections in P is determined by traces.
The following is a generalization of [19, Proposition 4.14].
Proposition 4.2. Let E : A → P be of index finite type and has the Rokhlin property. Then the restriction map defines a bijection from the set T (A) to the set T (P ).
Proof. Since E : A → P has the Rokhlin property, there is an injective *-homomorphism β from A to P ∞ such that β(x) = x for all x ∈ P by [20] . Then we show that the map
is an inverse of the restriction map, where τ ∞ be the extended tracial stae of τ on P ∞ . Let R be the restriction map of τ ∈ T (A) to P . For τ ∈ T (P ) τ ∞ • β is a tracial state on A. Then for any a ∈ P
Hence R is surjective. Suppose that R(τ ) = 0 for τ ∈ T (A). Since E : A → P is of index finite type, there exists a quasi-basis
Since E is completely positive, τ • E is completely positive. We have then by [4] 
Hence τ (E(xu i )u * i ) = 0. This means that
Hence τ = 0, and R is injective.
Theorem 4.3. Let A be a unital C*-algebra such that the order on projections over A is determined by traces. Let E : A → P be of index finite type. Suppose that E has the Rokhlin property. Then the order on projections over P is determined by traces.
Proof. Since E ⊗ id : A ⊗ M n → P ⊗ M n is of index finite type and has the Rokhlin property, it suffices to verify the condition that whenever p, q ∈ P are projections such that τ (p) < τ (q) for all τ ∈ T (P ), then p q. Let p, q ∈ P be projections such that τ (p) < τ (q) for all τ ∈ T (P ). From Proposition 4.2 τ (p) < τ (q) for all τ ∈ T (A). Since the order on projections over A is determined by traces, p q in A.
Since E : A → P has the Rokhlin property, there is an injective *-homomorphism β : A → P ∞ such that β(x) = x fro x ∈ P by [20] . Then β(p) β(q) in P ∞ , that is, p q in P ∞ . Hence p q in P . Therefore the order on projections over P is determined by traces.
Pureness for C*-algebras
In this section we consider the pureness for a pair P ⊂ A of unital C*-algebras, which is defined in [33] , and show that if the inclusion P ⊂ A has the Rokhlin proeprty and A is pure, then P is pure. Proposition 5.5. Let A be a unital exact C*-algebra which has the strict comparison property. Let E : A → P be of index finite type. Suppose that E has the Rokhlin property. Then we have
(1) P has the strict comparison property.
(2) The basic construction C * A, e P has the strict comparison property.
Proof. Note that P is also exact ([29], [12]). Hence we know that QT (A) = T (A)
and QT (P ) = T (P ) by [5] . Since E ⊗ id : A ⊗ M n → P ⊗ M n is of index finite type and has the Rokhlin property, it suffices to verify the condition that whenever a, b ∈ P are positive elements such that d τ (a) < d τ (b) for all τ ∈ T (P ), then a b.
Let a, b ∈ P be projections such that d τ (a) < d τ (b) for all τ ∈ T (P ). From  Proposition 4.2 d τ (a) < d τ (b) for all τ ∈ T (A). Since A has the strict comparison property, a b in A.
Since E : A → P has the Rokhlin property, there is an injective *-homomorphism β : A → P ∞ such that β(x) = x for x ∈ P by Proposition 2.11. Then β(a) β(b) in P ∞ , that is, a b in P ∞ . Hence a b in P . Therefore P has the strict comparison property.
Since C * A, e P is isomorphic to the corner C*-algebra qM n (P )q for some n ∈ N and a projection q ∈ M n (P ), from Lemma 5.4 we conclude that C * A, e P has the strict comparison property. 
Proposition 5.7. Let A be a unital C*-algebra of stable rank one which has almost divisible Cuntz semigroup W (A). Let E : A → P be of index finite type. Suppose that E has the Rokhlin property. Then we have (1) P has an almost divisible Cuntz semigroup W (P ).
(2) The basic construction C * A, e P has an almost divisible Cuntz semigroup W (C * A, e P ).
(1) Let a ∈ M ∞ (P ) be a positive contraction and 0 = k ∈ N. Since A has almost divisible Cuntz semigroup, there is x ∈ W (A) such that
From [28, Proposition 5.1] this is equivalent to that there is a unital *-homomorphism from the C*-algebra Z n,n+1 into A, where
Since the inclusion P ⊂ A has the Rokhlin property, there is an injective *-homomorphism β : A → P ∞ such that β(a) = a for all a ∈ P . Hence there is a unital *-homomorphism h from Z k,k+1 into P ∞ . Since Z k,k+1 is weakly semiprojective by [10] , there is m ∈ N and unital *-homomorphismh from Z k,k+1 into Π Definition 5.8.
[33] Let A be a separable unital C*-algebra. We say A is pure if W (A) has the strict comparison property and is almost divisible.
We note that any separable simple unital Jiang-Su absorbing C*-algebra is pure. It is not known that the converse is true.
Theorem 5.9. Let A be a separable, unital, exact, pure C*-algebra of stable one, that is, A has strict comparison and W (A) is almost divisible Cuntz semigroup. Let E : A → P be of index finite type. Suppose that E has the Rokhlin property. Then we have (1) P is pure.
(2) The basic construction C * A, e p is pure.
Proof. Those results comes from Propositions 5.5 and 5.7.
Corollary 5.10. Let A be a separable, unital, exact, pure C*-algebra of stable rank one with locally finite nuclear dimension. Let E : A → P be of index finite type. Suppose that E has the Rokhlin property. Then P and C * A, e P are unital, pure C*-algebras with locally finite nuclear dimension.
Proof. This comes from Theorems 3.5 and 5.9.
Corollary 5.11. Let A be a separable, simple, unital, exact, pure C*-algebra of stable one and α be an action of a finite group G on A. Suppose that α has the Rokhlin property. Then A G and A ⋊ α G are pure.
Proof. Since α has the Rokhlin property, the canonical conditional expectation E : A → A α has the Rokhlin projection e by Proposition 2.10. Since A is simple, a map A ∋ x → xe is injective. This means that E has the Rokhlin property. Hence the conclusion follows from Theorem 5.9. 
Remark: Rokhlin property for inclusions
Let P ⊂ A be an inclusion of unital C*-algebras and E : A → P be of index finite type. As shown in [20] and previous sections we know that several local properties (stable rank one, real rank zero, AF, AI, AT properties, the order of projections over A determined by traces, and D-absorbing etc.) of A are inherited to P when E has the Rokhlin property. The converse, however, is not true. Indeed, there is an example of an inclusion of C*-algebras A Z/2Z ⊂ A such that a conditional expectation E : A → A Z/2Z is of index finite type, has the Rohklin property, and A Z/2Z is the CAR algebra, but A is not an AF C*-algebra. 
CAR
Z/2Z are stable isomorphic. Since P = Aα andα has the Rokhlin property, the canonical conditional expectation E : A → P is of index finite type and has the Rokhlin property by [15] .
Let C be the set of all finite dimensional C*-algebra. Then since P is an AF C*-algebra, we know that P is a local C algebra. But obviously, A is not a local C algebra.
